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The evening reception with Mark Palkovic, Councillor Lord Mayor Andrew Montague, and 
Stephen Byrne 

 

 

At the Dublin 
Conclave…
Kula Kalentzi and 
Kathrin Hoehensee 
make origami 
containers while 
Yaroslav Kostyuk 
contemplates 
catalogs

The evening reception with Mark Palkovic, 
Councillor Lord Mayor Andrew Montague, 
and Stephen Byrne

Saturday morning’s Japanese boxmaking workshop 
Clara Orndorff, “the lovely Rita” (Marian Byrne 
awhirl with activity) and Elaine Brogan

Arno Geschwendtner, Robert Orndorff, and 
Karen Nyman

and Aiden Kahn

Auctioneer Michael Garbett 
sports another colorful tie

The afternoon tour at the Chester Beatty Library  
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President’s Message

Mark Palkovic

Editor’s Note

The Conclave in Dublin was a wonderful experience with the opportunity of meeting 
many of our members who are normally unable to attend. We owe real thanks to Stephen 
and Marian Byrne who organized the program while in the process of moving their home 
from England to Scotland. Marian did dash off to Egypt during the move, but at least she 
returned with the engraved crystal bookends that were a part of this year’s Keepsake bag.    

 Each Conclave is unique and creates wonderful memories for attendees; the Dublin 
hop-on hop-off tour gave us an opportunity to see many parts of the city we might 
otherwise have had no chance to visit. The hotels were within easy walking distance of the 
Trinity College campus which made visiting the Book of Kells exhibit a marvelous side event.  

Conclave XXIX – Dublin 2011
Now that Conclave is over for this year I would like to thank all those who helped in any 

way to make it such an enjoyable event. Without the support of so many people, including 
all those who attended, the week- end would not have been successful. The organization 
of Conclave begins about a year ahead of the event, and takes up an escalating amount of 
time as the event draws near. All through that I have had support from members, too many 
to name, but very much appreciated.

From the first evening, when we were privileged to have the presence of the Lord 
Mayor, to the opportunity on Monday to visit the many attractions with the aid of the 

CONCLAVE ATTENDEES I have such fond memories of Dublin! Thanks to Stephen and 
Marian Byrne and all who helped 
to make our 29th Grand Conclave 
a success! The 30th Grand Conclave 
will be held in Asheville, North Car-
olina August 24-27, 2012. Our host 
is Karen Nyman, who reports on 
the venue elsewhere in this issue. 
Laurie Corral of Asheville Book-
Works has graciously offered her 
help with the conclave, and I expect that we will have an 
opportunity to see the BookWorks facility firsthand. My 
thanks go to Karen and Laurie for their work thus far in 
planning our next gathering! 

Asheville is the location of the Biltmore House. I urge 
anyone who has not had the opportunity to tour this 
spectacular private home to do so. The two- tier, walnut-
paneled library at Biltmore House contains some 10,000 

volumes and a fireplace surrounded by a carved, black-marble mantel. On the second floor 
of the library there is a secret door that George Vanderbilt used to come down directly from 
his bedroom to locate or return a book. The 30th Grand Conclave promises to be a memo-
rable event! 

The Biltmore Library
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Grand Conclave XXIX—Dublin, Republic of Ireland
July 29th through August 1st 2011  

 
Registration provided an opportunity to take part in an origami workshop with 

Robert Orndorff and his daughter Clara, followed by an evening reception with 
Councillor Lord Mayor Andrew Montague. He charmed members with the information 
that he had literally grown up in a book store—his father was a book dealer.

The evening concluded with a buffet dinner, presentation of the Distinguished Book 
Competition awards, silent auction and book swap.  Winners of the Book Competition 
were Kimihito and Catherine Okuyama (Courbevoie, France) for Murasaki Shikubi et le 
Dit du Gengi, Jan and Jarmila Sobota (Loket, Czech Republic) for Premature Burial, and 
Joy and John Tonkin 
(Canberra, Australia) 
for ABC New Zealand 
Style. 

On Saturday at 
the annual member-
ship meeting it was 
announced that the 
2012 Conclave would 
be in Asheville, North 
Carolina with Karen 
Nyman hosting. 

Members were given this year’s MBS miniature publication The Story of Ward K. 
Schori and could then attend a workshop on Japanese box making with Mark Palkovic 
or a talk by Chris Gibbs of Griffen Mill in Co. Mayo on the history of papermaking and 
the challenges of making papers to match that in old books, especially the chemistry 
and research needed and the constant experimenting to achieve the correct weight, ph 
level, color and appearance.  (http://www.griffenmillhandmadepaper.com). 

The afternoon was devoted to tours of the magnificent Chester Beatty Library and 

the Writer’s Museum, followed by a coach tour of Dublin.    
Sixteen members of Freudenkreis Miniaturbuch 

Berlin joined us in the evening for a dessert reception. 
The annual auction was presided over by   antiquarian 
book dealer Michael Garbett. 

The Sunday morning Book Fair opened to the pub-
lic at 11am. At the evening Awards Banquet Peter Goslar, 
president of the Berlin group, spoke of how visiting the 
MBS Conclave had broadened their views of the minia-
ture book world. 

Charter member Ian Macdonald was  to be the fea-
tured speaker, but was unable to attend. Stephen Byrne 
read his speech, which follows this article.  

Awards were then presented:  
The Norman Forgue Award for “an outstanding con-

tribution to the world of miniature books” went 
to Jan and Jarmila Sobota as world-class book 
artists who have broadened the scope of the 
miniature book world.

The Anderson-Yarnell Award, which honors 
a significant contribution to the MBS, went to 
Janet Becker, who for a number of years has or-
ganized the annual auction.

The Glasgow Cup Award was established 
by Ian and Helen Macdonald in 1990 and selec-
tion of the recipient is by the President of the 

Society to a member “who has show a special dedication and friendship to the member-
ship and who keeps alive the 
spirit evident at the founding 
of the Society.  

The original cup has been 
retired to the MBS archives at 
Indiana University and its re-
placement was awarded to 
Ian and Helen Macdonald, 
who operated the Gleniffer 
Press, producing limited edi-
tion fine miniature books 
from 1968 to 2007 at Paisley 
and Wigtown in Scotland. 
Copies of their books are 
available for inspection by 
arrangement at the Mitchell 
Library in Glasgow, Scotland.

Attendees to the Conclave included members from Australia, Austria, Belgium, 
Czech Republic, England, Germany, the Netherlands, Russia, South Africa, and the U.S.  

Caroline Brandt congratulates Jan Becker.

Peter Goslar

Joy Tonkin and Jarmila Sobota John Tonkin

hop-on bus ticket, I think that everybody who attended managed to get a great deal from 
their visit. There were members from ten countries present – a sure sign that MBS is a truly 
international society, and it was good to meet so many of our German friends who came for 
a long weekend.

Dublin proved to be a wonderful city, with so much culture and so many places of 
interest that I am sure everyone who attended Conclave would like to return to visit those 
places which they didn’t have time to see.

Thanks once again to everyone who made Conclave so enjoyable, the hard work of 
organizing it seems insignificant when compared with the great sense of family one has 
when attending Conclave.

I hope to see you all at Asheville next year – if you haven’t had the opportunity to 
attend a Conclave, please do try to be there, when you will see just why members go year 
after year.

                Stephen Byrne 
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Ladies and Gentlemen, Members of the 
Miniature Book Society it is with great re-
gret that    Helen and I cannot be with you 
in person at this Conclave due to my sudden 
ill health. At a very late notice I have asked 
Stephen and Marian, this year’s hosts, to have 
my prepared speech read out to you. I hope 
you will understand and accept our sincere 
apologies for this last minute change.

When Stephen Byrne our Conclave host ap-
proached me towards the close of last year if 
I might be interested in giving you a talk this 
evening at our Annual Banquet I must admit 
straight away that I was at first rather appre-
hensive about accepting this much honoured 
invitation.

The Gleniffer Press, the little miniature book 
publishing venture operated by Helen and I in 
Scotland, closed in 2007 after 40 years of pro-
duction and it seemed we had retired at last for 
good. We felt that the whole little book scene 
was of the past for us and nobody would be 
interested in our activities anymore. The Press 
had given us a wonderful exciting hobby and 
had been such an influence in our everyday 
existence that it seemed like saying goodbye 
to a very old friend when we completed our 
final miniature book edition. It might surprise 
many of you to learn that The Gleniffer Press 
was after all only our hobby. My professional 
working life was as an Air Traffic Electronic 
Engineer in Civil Aviation looking after the 
safety of all who flew in and out of the West 
of Scotland. During my 68 years on the third 
rock from the sun, in my spare time, I have 
also been a Student Pilot, Radio & Television 
Engineer, Publisher, Printer, Writer, Amateur 
Chemist, Magistrate, Company Director, 
Elected Politician, Model Engineer etc. etc. 
The list goes on and on. You see, I am one of 
those poor souls that is a Jack of all Trades and 
master of probably none. I have always loved 
life, people and doing many different things, 
variety for me surely is the spice of life…

However it is without doubt that my love 

A Life in Little Books: Ian Macdonald’s  
after dinner speech for the MBS

Conclave Banquet, Davenport Hotel, Dublin, 31st July 2011

Ian and Helen Macdonald

modest but reliable income. Neither of us 
had the opportunity of a University educa-
tion and started out life in the school of hard 
knocks and hon-
est work. In those 
frugal days of the 
1960’s we had the 
idea of earning a 
little more money 
to support our 
young family by 
starting a small 
part-time sec-
ond-hand book 
selling business. 
A good friend 
gave us a small 
hand press and 
some metal type 
and suggested 
that we print our 
own catalogue 
for the new ven-
ture. As things 
took shape we 
never did begin 
a book selling ca-
reer but instead 
became much 
engrossed with the printing press and the 
black art of letterpress. Slowly, bit by bit we 
learned our craft and eventually found that 
the machine printed fairly well and we found 
ourselves launched as part-time local jobbing 
printers. This of course was in days before the 
dreaded WINDOWS, home computers and Bill 
Gates, when printing was an ancient craft and 
only printers knew the names of typefaces. 
Now, it seems that every three year old on the 
planet knows what Times Roman Bold is!!!

Our introduction to the world of miniature 
books came through our joining the British 
Printing Society and meeting the President, 
one Dr. Alfred Lubran. Alfred was a London 
school headmaster and hobby printer who 
was also a dedicated miniature book lover. He 
suggested that we could find a unique little 
market for our new printing endeavours if 
we concentrated on making miniature books 
which he assured us were very collectable 
and great fun to make.

Our first miniature book issued in 1974 was 

for miniature books and the running of The 
Gleniffer Press with my dearest Helen that 
has shaped our lives more than any other of 
our interests and tonight, I hope to relate to 
you how our modest little hobby influenced 
our very being in ways you might think 
unimaginable.

It may surprise many of you who have met 
me that with my obvious Scottish accent I am 
in fact Irish by birth. This was due to a quirk 
caused by activities of one Adolf Hitler but we 
shall not venture into that tonight. I only tell 
you that so I can claim to be an Irish Scot as it 
gives me a half licence to tell Irish jokes. Here 
goes...

One day the wife of an old Irish farmer was 
looking out of the window and saw her old man 
standing in the field opposite in the rain, dressed 
only in his vest and shorts! “What are ye doin out 
there in the wat, ye auld fool”.

“I’m tryin for a Nobel prize” he called back.
“An how do ye think ye will achieve that” she 

hollered.
“I heard it on the wireless this marning” he 

said “It seems ye can win a Nobel prize, 
if you are outstandin in yore field!”.
Are you sitting comfortably…This is going 

to take some time…If you fall asleep I’m told 
on good authority you might be fined double 
the annual Society subscription next year...

In 2005 the Society honoured our modest 
contribution to the world of miniature books 
by publishing “A Scottish Tale” which was a 
potted history of our little press. Tonight I do 
not want to repeat that story as most of you 
will know the details already. Instead I thought 
it might be more informative and entertaining 
to share with you some of the insights into 
how our press activities changed our lives and 
brought us so many non-monetary riches that 
otherwise may not have been our fortune to 
have had.

Helen and I were married in 1966 and the 
press was started in 1967. My occupation 
as a Government Radio Engineer gave us a 

“The Wee Burns”. It consisted of a tiny book 
of some of the more famous short verses of 
the Scottish bard’s poetry and was sold for £1 

per copy. It was a 
very poor quality 
little book but we 
learned a great 
deal by making 
it. As someone 
who has bound 
over 13,000 min-
iature books by 
hand may I offer 
encouragement 
to those who are 
thinking of start-
ing out making 
their first edition. 
Do not let the 
thought of it be-
ing inferior to the 
beautiful tomes 
you see in the 
MBS Miniature 
Book Exhibition 
Catalogue put 
you off. Have a 

go! All good print-
ers and binders 

have to start somewhere and the only place 
to start is at the beginning. Learn by your mis-
takes and try to improve each time you do it 
and soon you will improve your skills. Modern 
technology is on your side and wonderful new 
approaches are available now that were not 
open to us when we began. By 1976 we were 
confident enough in our production tech-
niques but had difficulty in finding those elu-
sive minibibliophiles that we knew were out 
there in the big world. One day at Christmas 
time whilst standing in the local Co-op I was 
reading a new edition of the Guinness Book of 
Records. That black Irish porter brew sure has 
a lot to answer for! In the record book I was 
intrigued to see an entry for the SMALLEST 
BOOK IN THE WORLD. Now here was my op-
portunity. If I could make a smaller book than 
the German one mentioned I would have the 
attention of a huge audience and free adver-
tising! As you all know, the Scots are a canny 
lot and the notion of anything for free is in 
our genes. The Guinness Book of Records at 
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that time reached millions worldwide and was 
published in many languages.

Our first attempt at the SMALLEST BOOK, 
an alphabet book measuring 2.9 millime-
tres square was duly declared a world record 
breaker. Guinness Publishing put it in their 
famous book and all was well…for a while...
Then our first legal tangle…and there have 
been several involving The Gleniffer Press. The 
previous holders of the world record pursued 
Guinness and claimed that our little book was 
not a real book. After much correspondence, 
the argument was taken to no less than the 
British Library in London for them to de-
cide who was right and who was wrong. The 
Library came out against us and stated that 
our book was technically a pamphlet. They de-
fined a book as a printed and bound material 
which must contain at least six pages of cur-
sive text with thirty-two words of language. 
Our book was classified by them as the small-
est pamphlet in the world! As there was not a 
hungry market for miniature pamphlets in the 
world we accepted defeat....But not for long!

It is interesting to note that all the books/
pamphlets sold and are now much sought 
after by miniature book collectors. The good 
side though…dozens of miniature book col-
lectors now knew about us and we were in the 
circle at last.

The Macdonald’s are not that easily 
defeated.

Over the forty years or so that we were in-
volved with miniature book production we 
never got rich in terms of money. In fact The 
Gleniffer Press recorded a trading loss for 
about 30 years of its running so it surely gave 
us something else. Our books were mostly 
sold for less than it cost to make them and 
many rare editions were given freely by us to 
help the needs of children in the poorer re-
gions of the world. So what did we get out of 
running our hobby press? We got lots of fun, 
lots of worries and lots of problems but most 
of all we enjoyed meeting new people and 
making friends.

One person that developed a latter day 
friendly relationship with our press was the 
famous poet laureate Sir John Betjeman.

John Betjeman a much loved character in 
British society, sadly no longer with us, was a 
quite lovable and eccentric gentleman as well 
as a being one of the greatest poets of his time 

with a fine sense of humour. Without great ex-
pectations we wrote to the great man as poet 
laureate and asked if we might publish a min-
iature book of his works. Being rather eccen-
tric he fully understood the equally off centre 
duo at The Gleniffer Press. He suggested that 
we should contact his publishers in London 
with whom he had a contract of a rather ex-
clusive nature. With some persuasion from 
him they agreed to let us publish a few of his 
personal favorites in limited edition as they 
thought it would be of little threat to their 
own protected arrangements.

As I was typesetting the text by hand I 
heard on the BBC that John Betjeman had 
just been honoured with a knighthood from 
the Queen. Immediately we changed the title 
page and released our little book as poems by 
SIR JOHN BETJEMAN. We were quite pleased 
with ourselves...Then..All hell broke loose. His 
publishers were furious. We had beaten them 
to the copyright register by issuing the first 
book of poems of their client to the world 
with his new title before they did. We had it 
on good account that Sir John thought it was 
hilarious but we were now in the dog house 
with the London publishing fraternity. In fact 
he bought half of the edition, held a party 
and presented the books to his friends, telling 
them with much glee about the story.

The word was out in London…Watch 
that miniature Scottish lot…they are up to 
mischief!

By 1985 we had of course succeeded in cap-
turing the world record for the smallest book 
for a third time with our 1 millimetre book 
OLD KING COLE. This little gem appeared first 
at the Burbank MBS Conclave, which I cannot 
believe was 26 years ago. When I returned 
to Scotland from the United States, the BBC 
wished to feature it on a prime time television 
show going out nationwide in the U.K. from 
London. We sent them a copy of the book 
with the understanding it was to be sold for 
charity after the broadcast. During filming on 
the big day, the crew and presenters went for 
lunch leaving the tiny book under the lens 
of a special camera they had brought in for 
the purpose. After lunch they discovered to 
their horror that the book had been stolen! 
The broadcast was going out live at 5. p.m. 
They were in London and the only other copy 
available was in our studio near Glasgow. In 

sheer panic they phoned us…agreed to buy 
the other copy. We agreed and they sent a 
motorcycle courier to our house from their 
Glasgow studio who took it to the airport and 
it was flown on the next flight to London and 
whisked to the studio by another motorcycle. 
Helen and I watched the TV at 5 p.m. that eve-
ning and sure enough it had arrived and the 
viewers were none the wiser!

I could go on all evening about the many 
little exploits that we encountered in running 
our hobby press. However my good wife tells 
me that I have a propensity for grand elabora-
tion so I must at this important venue impart 
to you in some measure as promised earlier 
how our press shaped our lives.

Friends, I can honestly say we have met 
some of the most wonderful people on earth 
many of whom are still our dearest compan-
ions in this troubled world. Helen and I have 
since the outset of our very happily married 
life been seekers of truth, honesty, friendship 
and peace. Like most decent folks the world 
over we try to live in harmony and look after 
our loved ones as best we know how.

It was through the medium of miniature 
books that we intentionally wove this thread 
from our press to the world at large. Some of 
our collectors noted the thread others never 
have. Our first point of that rich tapestry 
thread was undoubtedly the First Conclave in 
1983 at the kind invitation of Miriam Irwin of 
Tipp City in Ohio.

Miriam and I had been in communication 
for some years so when in 1980 she sug-
gested that we come over to the U.S. with the 
thought of developing a Miniature Book Club 
it took us the next 3 years to save up the air-
fares so that we might come over to Ohio with 
our two children, Stephen and Audrey. Even 
in the early 1980’s, working folk like ourselves 
who ventured to the States were mostly emi-
grants who never came back. Holiday visits to 
America were still in those times considered 
quite exotic for working folks.

It was there in that Ohio Farm field that 
the MBS was born. From that early gathering 
there has been a special flame of friendship 
in our Society which has never gone out. The 
publishers, book dealers and collectors who 
met on that farm were a very special group of 
people. When I look back on it now, we were 
so fortunate to have such a wide range of 

talented individuals and wise counsellors that 
brought the MBS into fruition. There was at 
the outset an essence of bonding in our love 
of miniature books which in itself is a crystal-
lization of the love of printed books, knowl-
edge and literature, which has surely been the 
backbone of human development.

That was the first port of call in our life 
changing adventure.

Talking about adventure…
Old King Cole was once involved in interna-

tional subterfuge. We got a call one day from 
a well known and trusted antiquarian book 
dealer in London who had a most peculiar re-
quest. They told us they had been approached 
by a British government agent to say that they 
needed a copy of OKC without delay. Now this 
remember was in the days of the cold war! 
They went on to say that they had been in-
formed that a pharmaceutical company want-
ed details of a medication which had been in-
vented by a chemist behind the Iron Curtain. 
This chemist wanted as part of a clandestine 
transaction in supplying details of his work, a 
copy of Old King Cole. He had indicated that 
he could not obtain the book directly from 
us because of restrictions in his own country. 
Not wishing to upset international diplomacy 
we were happy to oblige. The book was sent 
to London and smuggled via Switzerland to 
a destination which still remains top secret. 
So you see there is much more to miniature 
books than you think. James Bond had noth-
ing on us!

The second highlight for me personally 
was that in 1985, I was generously awarded 
a Winston Churchill Travelling Fellowship to 
study miniature books. This truly was an op-
portunity of a lifetime. I was 40 years old, in 
my prime of life and enthusiasm with the new 
MBS was only two years old. I was allowed un-
der the rules of the Fellowship to travel any-
where in the world for up to 6 weeks to study 
my subject. Each year there are about 100 
British Citizens chosen to embark on these 
great adventures and it is without doubt one 
of the most life transforming experiences any 
individual can ever have. I made my plan and 
set off to visit miniature book enthusiasts 
throughout the United States coming back 
to use this experience in developing our craft 
and to help others.

Well! Did I have a ball? I started off in Boston 
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at Harvard University with Michael Canoso 
who became one of our dearest personal 
friends and I know that many of you who 
knew this gentle giant still miss his presence 
at these gatherings.

The Fellowship introduced me to such 
greats as Helene Sherman the wonderful art-
ist who taught at Harvard, Father Joe Curran 
who has become our auctioneering legend, 
Terry Risk the printer in New Hampshire, 
Bob and Eloise Massmann supreme collec-
tors of New Britain,Connecticut, then on to 
Cleveland where I was given a very high speed 
education on our subject by Professor Lotar 
Stahlecker and the legendary collector Ruth 
Adomeit. It was during that section of my tour 
that I was taken by Professor Stahlecker to visit 
the birthplace of my hero, the world famous 
inventor Thomas Alva Edison. I am by profes-
sion as I said, an electronic engineer and this 
was like a dream come true. You see miniature 
books are not JUST about little books, they 
can lead onto so many other facets of life. I 
could go on to tell you about the dozens of 
other wonderful people that I encountered on 
my journey which culminated in my attend-
ing the Burbank Conclave with our dear friend 
Louis Bondy of London who as you all know, 
probably knew more about the history of min-
iature books than anyone has ever known.

I returned from that tour in the United 
States a changed person. I had become anoth-
er new enlightened me. So much knowledge 
and experience shared with so many caring 
and loving individuals. This surely how we 
should learn and develop our craft, our lives 
and our world community. 

The Miniature Book Society is an 
INTERNATIONAL Society and it has far reach-
ing influence…much more dear friends than 
you might think.

It was because of miniature books that 
Helen and I have had direct contact with 
members of the British Royal Family, Knights 
of the Realm, a British Prime Minister, a Poet 
Laureate, Winston Churchill’s Family, The First 
Minister of the Scottish Parliament, many 
National Librarians including The Library of 
Congress, and so the list goes on. I am not try-
ing to name drop with this list but I do want 
to illustrate how being involved in a planned 
and orchestrated way we were able from our 

humble station in life, meet so many powerful 
people by means of our hobby. At these meet-
ings we lost no time in parting our thoughts 
on all sorts of subjects as ordinary citizens to 
people of influence and in turn we learned of 
their difficulties in office from them first hand.

If it had not been for miniature books we 
would never have been celebrities on press, ra-
dio and television. We would never have been 
invited to dine in the Houses of Parliament, 
never visited the beauty of the territory of the 
United States, never had an audience with the 
Chancellor of Glasgow University, never lived 
on a farm in Ohio, never met the Amish in their 
homeland, never had such a wonderful life 
with so many adventures, so much so that it 
would make an extensive biography.

Is there someone out there that wants a 
new project!

It was because of miniature books that I was 
led into political life and was privileged for a 
period to serve my country in community ser-
vice. It was because of influences of certain 
wonderful members of the Miniature Book 
Society who often were never aware of the 
fact, that Helen and I became Quakers in 1989 
and discovered another movement to which 
we now know was where we should have al-
ways belonged.

To say that miniature books changed our 
lives is a big understatement…it gave us a 
life which otherwise could have been dull and 
very ordinary. Instead we have had a most ful-
filling life and thanks mainly to all of you, our 
friends in the Miniature Book Society.

The Glasgow Cup which Helen and I are so 
pleased to note, has been revitalized by our 
Board of Trustees. It is, as you know given each 
year to a member or members of our Society 
as the gift of the President alone in honour of 
that member showing the spirit of friendship.

It is not given for fine craftsmanship in 
printing, or book binding, or writing or any 
aspect of minibibliophily...it is given for show-
ing the spirit of friendship. Friends, that is the 
finest reason to belong in the Miniature Book 
Society that I can think of...Helen and I thank 
you for having us as your companions on 
this great lifelong trip and for making us your 
first honorary members; that accolade means 
more to both of us than mere words can ever 
say.

You have all been most patient this 
evening….

Finally, may I ask our President to read a let-
ter to you from the Lord Provost of Glasgow 
who has sent greetings to the Dublin Conclave.

We thank our speaker most sincerely for be-
ing brave enough to deliver this talk on our 

behalf at such short notice…We hope you 
have all had a wonderful time in Dublin and 
we are again so sorry that we could not be 
with you.

Go forth dear friends have more wonderful 
Conclaves and adventures…keep our hobby 
and our fellowship alive…

  Ian (& Helen) Macdonald

This was written before the announcement of the awards, so the Macdonalds 
were surprised to have the Glasgow Cup delivered to them and sent this note 
of thanks: 

Dear friends of the Miniature Book Society, 
Helen and I were thrilled to have been chosen as the first recipients of the new 

Glasgow Cup by our President Mark Palkovic. The old cup, as we understand, had 
become rather the worse for wear after 21 years of air travel and polishing! It was 
very unfortunate that we were prevented from attending the Dublin Conclave due 
to sudden ill health on my part. We had looked forward to meeting many friends 
and it was a bitter disappointment not to be with you all.

On the very day of their return from Ireland to Scotland, Stephen and Marion, 
tired as they must have been, came straight to our house with such a wonderful 
surprise. When they produced the cup from a tightly clutched bag and presented it 
formally, to say that we were overwhelmed would be putting it mildly.

Never in a million years did we expect to have the very award we instituted in 
1990 at the Glasgow Conclave presented back to us. 

We shall not conjecture about our worthiness or the mind of Mark for choosing 
us to have the shiny new cup this year. Simply we would just like to say that it is 
humbly and graciously accepted with our sincere gratitude. It is pleasing to see all 
the previous cup holders names engraved on the base of the new cup. The list is a 
real who’s who of miniature book characters.

As founding members of the MBS we would like to take this opportunity not only 
to say thank you for this award but to remind ourselves of the debt of gratitude we 
owe to others. If it were not due to the very hard work of The Board, Conclave hosts 
like the Byrnes and all those who administer and look after our Society in a practi-
cal sense, we would not have the delights of Newsletters, Conclaves, Exhibitions, 
Awards including the Glasgow Cup and the many other aspects that make the MBS 
such a special group to belong to. Join with us in giving them all a vote of thanks 
for a job well done. May we on behalf of the membership say how much we ap-
preciate your giving of time, energy, skills and imagination to the benefit of all. 
 Thank you friends, we shall keep the cup safe for the next honoured members in 
2012.

 
Yours in Friendship, 
Ian & Helen Macdonald 

Many thanks to the following for Conclave photos  
throughout this issue:

Neale Albert, Jan Becker, Joan Boring, and Arno Gschwendtner.
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In early May, Susan Wright contacted several MBS publishers with 
a special request.  Her company, R. John Wright Dolls, in Bennington, 
Vermont, was commissioned to make a one-of-a-kind First Communion 
Portrait Doll for a client. Susan wanted to find a very small handmade 
book that would be in keeping with the heirloom doll they were 
creating and she needed it within one week. Peter and Donna Thomas 
and Gabrielle Fox both contacted Karen Nyman to see if she could 
help. With an inventory of over 2,500 miniature books, Karen discussed 
the requirements with Susan (preferably white in color and religious in 
theme) and sent scans and descriptions of 17 books. The book selected 
for this very special 9-1/2” doll was Bela Blau’s The Ten Commandments, 
printed on vellum, 1965. To see some of the exquisite dolls and animals 
produced by R. John Wright, go to their website www.rjohnwright.com.

 A TINY BOOK FOR A PORTRAIT DOLL

2012 Conclave Plans
Plans for our 30th  Grand Conclave are set and Karen Nyman of San Diego will  host it in 

Asheville, North Carolina, with help from Laurie Corral of Asheville BookWorks.  The Conclave is 
to take place August 24-27, at the upscale Asheville Renaissance Hotel in downtown Asheville, a 
charming historic city with an outstanding array of unusual book shops, fine antique galleries, 
and a remarkable cornucopia of fine dining experiences and sidewalk cafes.  Asheville is also 
known for its fine examples of Art Deco architecture, such as the Grove Arcade and City Hall, and 
myriad arts and crafts shops.

Asheville’s most exciting attraction is the expansive and sumptuous Biltmore Estate, a mansion 
in French Renaissance chateau style commissioned by George Washington Vanderbilt in 1899 
and completed in 1905.  This masterpiece of architecture is the largest private home in the United 
States with 250 rooms including a two-story library and is situated on 8,000 glorious acres.  The 
building was designed by Richard 
Morris Hunt and the magnificent 
grounds were the work of renowned 
landscape architect Frederick Law 
Olmstead.  A grand tour of this estate 
will be our optional Monday activity.  
Details of our special visit to Biltmore 
will be in the March Newsletter.

Asheville is nestled in the Blue 
Ridge Mountains, at an altitude of 
2,500 feet; its temperatures in late 
August average only 80 degrees.  

Getting to Asheville is easy!  The 
Asheville Regional Airport (AVL) is 
14 miles from downtown.  In August, you will be able to fly directly to Asheville from New York 
City (LaGuardia), Charlotte, Atlanta, Detroit, Newark, Chicago (O’Hare), Dallas/Fort Worth and 
Houston.  The Charlotte airport may be your most convenient connection because it is small and 
easy to navigate.

Questions?  Karen can be reached at karennyman2@cox.net or call her at  
619-226-4441.

The Biltmore Home (Used with the permission of the 
Biltmore Company, Asheville, North Carolina)
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CHESTER BEATTY LIBRARY
One of the highlights of the Dublin Conclave was a visit to the Chester Beatty Library.
To give you a brief verbal picture, here are some quotes from the inside jacket cover of the 

beautifully illustrated catalogue and guide:
“The Chester Beatty Library contains some of the finest treasures of the great cultures and 

religions of the world, bequeathed to the Irish people by American mining magnate and collector 
Sir Alfred Chester Beatty, who chose Ireland as his place of retirement. The Library’s fine collections of 
manuscripts, prints, icon, miniature painting, early printed books and objets d’art -- from across Asia, 
the Middle East, North Africa and Europe --- exemplify the richness of human creative expression from 
the third millennium BC to the present day.

“…The Library’s exquisite galleries and 
showcases many of the highlights of the 
collection, including Egyptian papyrus texts, 
illuminated Bibles and Qur’ans, and many 
European medieval and renaissance manuscripts, 
Turkish and Persian miniature painting, Japanese 
scrolls and woodblock prints, Chinese dragon 
robes and many other outstanding works of art.”

How did such a world-class collection 
assembled by an American find its way to 
Dublin? Excerpts and edits from the catalogue’s 
introduction help to enlighten us on Beatty’s 
remarkable and fascinating history:

“Sir Alfred Chester Beatty (1875 -1968) is best remembered today as a distinguished book collector. 
His career as a mining engineer and as an entrepreneur who opened up many areas to mining 
enterprises in America, Africa and Europe was equally illustrious. A friend of statesmen such as 
President Hoover and Sir Winston Churchill, he was quietly influential in many ways, especially during 
the Second World War, when he made an important contribution to the Allied war effort. …

“…born in New York, of Irish, Scots, English and New England descent…educated at Princeton 
and Columbia universities…(after) graduating in mining engineering in 1898 and began his career 
working as a labourer in mines in the south-western united States. A millionaire by the age of thirty, 
he had always been a collector --- of minerals and stamps, and later of Chinese snuffbottles… In time 
he began to buy books and manuscripts, and by the time he left America for Britain in 1911 he was 
already a serious and discerning collector, although… not a flamboyant one.”

Settling in London, he remarried, “he bought Baroda House in Kensington Palace Gardens, and it 
soon became filled with his library…He and his new wife … honeymooned in Egypt. He eventually 
bought a house in Cairo, where he frequently spent the winters and where his interest in Islamic 
culture was intensified.”

“Taking professional advice, he began to develop his collections, acquiring very important Islamic 
material… continued to collect well into the 1960s… 

“…Beatty became a naturalized British subject in 1933… He was shocked when the General Election 
of 1945 returned a Labour government by a landslide -- he could not believe that the people had 

Arno Gschwendtner, Charles Horton, Julian Edison
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turned their backs on Churchill.” He did not like post-
war austerity, and “found rising taxes and currency 
restrictions irksome. He also instinctively disliked 
socialism… a growing sense of disillusionment with 
his place in  the cultural life of London, prompted 
him to contemplate moving…

“In 1949 he visited Ireland, where…senior officials 
encouraged him to consider setting up his Library in 
Dublin. He moved his collection in 1950…  In 1954 
he was knighted by Queen Ellizabeth for his wartime 
services to Britain… and in 1957 he became the first 
honorary citizen of Ireland.

“When… Beatty died in 1968, he was the first 
private citizen to be accorded a state funeral in 
Ireland. His will provided for the continuance of his 
Library as a public charitable trust supported by the 
state.”

The Library subsequently came to be housed in 
the Clock Tower Building, which was restored and 
a modern exhibition block added in the 1990s, 
where it resides today.

I had wanted to see what 
miniature manuscripts the 
Library possessed, and thus 
made prior arrangements 
with Charles Horton, Head of  
Collections, for a visit.

Horton was gracious enough 
to spend time explaining the 
background of Beatty and the 
museum, taking us around two 
floors of superbly exhibited 
objects, and taking us to the 
reference room where he 
showed us a few of the Qur’ans 
(Korans in English) and other 
miniature manuscripts they have.

According to the Beatty 
website the Library has been 
described as holding the finest 
collection of manuscripts and 
books made by a private collector 
in the 20th century. Indeed, Horton indicated Beatty wanted only the best or unique items he could find. 
The library possesses about 100,000 items, including old master prints and drawings. About 25,000 of 
these are manuscripts.

Among the miniature books that Horton showed us were 3 Korans of the 15th century in Arabic, about 
1 ½ inches high, a 16th century Octagonal Persian Koran, a 13th century Arabic Koran on polished paper, 
a 1689 Almanac of Harlem, and a 1748 Almanac of Amsterdam.

 There’s a lot more than the Book of Kells, and Guinness Stout,  as good as they are, in Dublin.

MINIATURE BOOKS IN LATVIA
About a year ago Arno Gschwendtner, our reporter in Vienna, sent me an article that 

he had unearthed about miniature books in a language unknown to him.
I went to work on the website Google -Translations and, after much trial and error, 

discovered that the article was in Latvian, and was written by a Lilija Limane. After 
additional internet searches I learned that Limane is the Librarian of the Cesis Central 
Library in the city of Cesis, Latvia, about 50 miles north of Riga, Latvia’s capital. 

The Republic of Latvia is one of the least populous (2.2 million) member states of 
the European Union, along with Lithuania and Estonia, in the Baltic region of Northern 
Europe. It declared its independence of the Soviet Union in 1991. 

After finding out the author’s identity, I was able to find her email address and wrote 
asking her to translate her work, which was lengthy, detailed and illustrated. She 
declined (in English), pleading that her English was not good enough. 

What to do? I asked Karen Nyman, MBS’s Membership officer who has the listing of all 
the members of the Society who have email addresses (about 90% do) to run an appeal 
seeking a member who could and would translate the article. This appeal reached 
member Mary Maynor of San Antonio who was kind enough to contact Ilze and Gatis 
Dilane, friends who live in Riga. The Dilanes had stayed with the Maynors on vacation in 
San Antonio within the year and were so appreciative that they were willing to translate 
Limane’s article. What lengths reporters search to pursue a project!!

So here then, below, with thanks to the efforts of Mary Maynor and the Dilanes, is 
the English translation of Limane’s article. In the article, there is some of the known 
history about miniature books generally. But there is also some background and details 
never published before Limane’s article appeared in the Latvian journal Biblioteku 
Pasaule in 2009. She even touches on the psychology of collecting miniature books, 
Soviet publishing and the role of libraries regarding this genre. Certainly the part about 
Latvian miniatures is new to the English-speaking world as well.

Here is the article, translated from the Latvian:

Lilija Limane
Bibliotēku Pasaule Nr. 46/2009, pp. 75-81 (translated from Latvian)

The Lure of Little Books: History of Miniature Books and Today
In 2008, Cēsis Central Library (CCL) had established a miniature book collection which is an 

important fact in Latvian cultural life since it is the first collection of such a content that is located 
in a separate room apart from the national collection and has access to a wider audience. A 
specially equipped computer can be used to read the small print that is difficult to see, which 
increases the text on the screen and one can access the CCL electronic catalog in order to obtain 
information on the collection of books. The exhibit forms sufficient basis for the creation of the 
first miniature book museum in Latvia. The innovative project done by the inhabitants of Cēsis 
encourages reflection on the role of small-format books as a non-material value. Especially 
because, in Latvia, this attractive and often experimental printing genre of miniature books so far 
has neither been researched nor described.

What is a Miniature Book?
Miniature books as a special group of books have been formed due to their small format and have 

caused the interest of artists, illustrators, printers, publishers and collectors. Colloquially they are 

Batak Bark Book, 19th- early 20th century. Sumatra. Diagrams 
of the motion of certain signs in the sky (pangarambui) are here 
combined with other texts including one on the five ominous 
moments (pormamis) and one on the signs of the zodiac. These 
small books were made to be worn as amulets.

Japanese D’harani pagoda, 8th century, 8 inches 
high, contains a miniature prayer scroll inside.
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called differently (in Latvian: 
minigrāmatas ‘minibooks’, 
miniatūrizdevumi ‘miniature 
editions’, liliputi ‘liliputs’, 
kolibri ‘hummingbird’ etc.; 
in German: Kleinoden, 
Kleine Bucher, Puppenbuch, 
Zwergbuch). The most 
widespread term in 
Latvian is the compound 
miniatūrgrāmata ‘miniature 
book’. Standard size has 
been determined in order to 
distinguish miniature books 
from other printing products 
and provide collectors with 
clear collecting criteria.

Today miniature book 
format is measured in millimeters. In the Western European countries and the states of the 
former Soviet Union, standards stipulate that the height and width must not exceed 100x100 
mm. However, the English-speaking countries, including the U.S., the accepted maximum size 
of a miniature book is 76.2 x76.2 mm. In some countries sometimes a different size is permitted. 
For example, in Hungary, miniature book format is not larger than 80x80 mm. Collectors’ interest 
sometimes is aroused by formats that slightly exceed the expected size. At the extreme, the 
publishers try to create the minimum possible size of printed material. It is believed that reading 
is not as convenient for the size that is less than 30x40 mm, and letter size is important as well — 
in order to read with the naked eye, the letters should not be less than 5 typographical points in 
size. Books that are to be read with a magnifying glass are called micro books. The practical use of 
micro books is highly questionable; they are primarily publishing experiments and rare treasures 
for book lovers.

The Traditions of Collecting Miniature Books
Miniature books mainly draw the attention of collectors and book lovers. Among these are 

people who are particularly interested in the external shape of miniature books. Psychologically 

Exhibition of miniature books at the Cēsis Central Library

Miniature books at the Cēsis Central Library

well-understood and justified is the special attitude toward a small book as an object. It evokes 
childhood memories, care and love towards a small and protected object. It is in this psychological 
context small books of have acquired a special status in many people’s minds, sometimes 
becoming as a mascot. The small size of the miniature book encourages its manufacturers to the 
flight of fantasy, game, technical experiments with form and artistic techniques. Consequently, 
miniature books often have an exquisite outer finish. Miniature book collectors are attracted by 
their high printing quality.

Average private collections of miniature books include a few hundred samples with bigger 
collections having thousands. Guinness Book of Records registers a miniature book collection 
that includes 5000 books. Miniature book enthusiasts can participate in national and international 
public organizations. In the U.S., they are associated to the Miniature Book Society that was 
founded in 1983 in Ohio, which also includes members from Europe. It publishes its own journal. 
The most activity-rich country in Europe is Germany with associations operating in several cities, 
for example, Freundeskreis Miniaturbuch Berlin, Sammelkreis Miniaturbuch Stuttgart etc.

In order to serve collectors and their hobbies, today many publishers specialize in miniature book 
production. Several large specialized publishers work in Germany, including Miniaturbuchverlag 
Leipzig, Ars Edition in Munich and Belser Verlag in Stuttgart. In UK, miniature books are published 
by Liliput Press, but in the U.S. — Pegueno press and The Bronte Press, in Switzerland — Manus 
Verlag, in Spain — EDICIONES Stephane Pailler, in the Czech Republic — Jan + Jarmilla Sobota, 
and in the Netherlands — Johan Souverein. Latvia does not have a specialized publisher, but the 
production of miniature books has not stopped. During the last twenty years, the centralized 
collection process run from Moscow has subsided, because the old collectors ceased their 
activities due to money shortage without any significant new replacement.

Historically, in Latvia, certain individuals have made significant contributions to small-format 
book publishing, but without creating a lasting tradition, as it was elsewhere. Rūjiena publisher 
Gustavs Bergmanis (1749-1814) was interested in miniature publications. More than 100 years 
later, small format book publishing was pursued by Miķelis Goppers (1908-1996), however, only 
some of the miniature books published by his company Zelta ābele are within the accepted 
format. M. Goppers had no intention to abide by any standards. Instead, he selected formats 
together with artists according to taste and artistic sense.

The Role of Libraries
Libraries usually do not devise specific miniature book selection and keeping strategy, the 

interest in them is connected to the interest in the book culture in general, as well as their content 
and practical use. Therefore, library staff and book historians do not have a special interest in the 
accumulation of these publications to reach possibly higher quantifiable indicators. Most libraries 
do not perform special accounting and research for miniature books. Small format requires 
special storage conditions. In order not to disappear among larger format publications, these 
books are stored in glass-cased sections, special boxes, etc. Large libraries do not have strictly 
defined miniature book collection guidelines. Exceptionally small size publications are considered 
as rarities, and are included under the category of “visually and externally interesting and valuable 
books” getting into the rare book collections. Otherwise miniature books find their way into rare 
book collections due to their age, artistic value or interesting external finish.

Occasionally, libraries receive a ready-made collection and, if stock organization permits 
sorting by collection principle, they are stored whole. Such a practice is characteristic of Russia’s 
major libraries, it is practiced in other foreign libraries — whole collection storage that is not 
characteristic of a traditional organization model allows storing the whole gift collections or the 
collections that have historically evolved over a period of time.

For example, in 1996, Java City Library in the U.S. received a gift collection from Charlotte 
Schmitt. It has about 4,000 titles covering publications from the 17th century to the present day.

Among them are 41 works of William Shakespeare. Contact with larger collections of miniature 
books encourages exploring them deeper, in some occasions the library staff focus on the 
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bibliographic cataloguing and reflection and in cooperation with public organizations miniature 
book exhibitions are arranged. Extensive research and a major contribution in miniature book 
catalogue development have been made by German researchers1.

Miniature book collections sometimes attract the interest of museum professionals — books 
are displayed in exhibitions and they are arranged in specialized museums. 

The miniature book museum of Baku in Azerbaijan has 4300 copies, which reflects the 
traditions of the former Soviet Union. Glass showcase containing small-format books are on 
display in Gutenberg Museum in Mainz, bearing evidence to the old traditions of miniature book 
collection in Germany. In 2001, Zentral und Landesbibliothek Berlin using its own rich collection 
and inviting participants from Scotland, Slovenia, Hungary, France, Russia, and Ukraine organized 
an international exhibition, which exhibited more than 1,000 prominent miniature book samples 
— the earliest, visually most interesting pieces.

The Historical Development of Miniature Books
Individual articles are in evidence on small-format books from ancient antiquity. The Roman 

author Plinius (23-79) notes that Cicero (from 106 to 43 BC) had rewritten Homer’s “Iliad” 
in microscopic handwriting on parchment roll. In medieval monasteries and royal houses 
manuscripts sometimes served a pocket-book function, they were usually liturgical texts, song 
books and illustrated lesson books. There is evidence on the Queen of Naples’ illustrated prayer 
book done in the 14th century whose format was 50x50 mm.

The oldest known miniature book — incunabula Mainzer Diurnalium (format 65x94 mm) — was 
printed in 1492 in Mainz using detailed gothic typeset by Gutenberg’s (c. 1400-1468) follower Peter 
Schöffer (1430-1503). Small book printing during the first 50 years after Gutenberg’s invention 
spread outside of Germany to other Western European cities. Small-format publications of the 
incunabula period were made in Cologne, Venice, Basel and Paris. Those were mostly printed 
pocket books of religious content and the prayer book Hora Beatae Mariae Virginis, for instance, 
had many reprints.

In printing houses of the 16th century new font types were developed and introduced. Venetian 
printer Aldus Manutius (1449/1450-1515) introduced italics, the Dutch printers Elzevirs started to 
use octave format. These innovations paved the way for miniature book development. Elzevir 
octave format were 110x60 mm, hence slightly larger than the currently accepted miniature 
book standard, but the size reduction led other publishers to produce even smaller books. Small 
format was used mostly to copy religious guides and classic essays in Latin. Greek lesson book 
was printed book in Manutius printing shop in 51x83 mm format. In addition, German Protestant 
writings were also published in small format.

In the 17th century, miniature book format began to be used for publishing the literary works of 
the time and their publishing area was expanded reaching England. 90x90 mm size publications 
became customary, but there were smaller editions as well. In 1616, a religious text Verbum 
sempiterum was published by John Taylor printing house in London with 36x41 mm in size. Font 
molder and printer Jean Jannone (1580-1635) from Sedan was particularly fascinated by font 
design and small book publishing. In La petite Sedanoise, letters are reduced to 5.5 points in size, 
Vergil Poeme and the Psalter format in terms of (30x50 mm) may be categorized as microbooks.

In 1674, Benedict Smidt in Amsterdam published C. Van Lange’s poem Bloem-Hofje in 13x9 mm 
format. It was not paperbacked, but placed in a leather case with gilding and a key. This edition 
had retained the status of the smallest book in the world for over 200 years.

The 18th and the first half of the 19th century book publishing is characterized by beautifully 
designed typographically small-format edition series having innovative finish and stitching 
design while expanding their thematic coverage. Calendars, almanacs, children’s books as well 
as souvenir editions were published. Miniature book enthusiasts began to appear, for example, 
Henri Didot and Joseph Gerard Barbou in Paris, William Pickering in London, Robert Foulis in 
Glasgow and M. Scholtz in Warsaw. In the middle of the18th century miniature books started to 
be published in Russia. In 1736, Придворный календарь ‘The court calendar’ was published in St. 

Petersburg.
Soon illustrated editions appeared and, in 1744, an engraved court calendar was published 

(21x34 mm). Later V.O. Zelinsky specialized in the area in Северное издaтельство ‘Northern 
publishers’ and A. Johansson worked in Southern Russia. Large literary works were published 
in small format. A significant book was Kern des Bibels (1850, format 29x46 mm) illustrated with 
wood carvings, J.H. Hesse in Halle published Biblia (1796, 25x36 mm), and in Leipzig Geschmückte 
Handkalender was published (1776, 36x42 mm). London Almanack was published in London in 
1690 and continued to come out up to the 20th century.

Travel literature series were popular, which where placed in boxes or little bags, so they could 
be taken along while traveling. Bibliotèque Portable du Voyageur in 49 volumes of similar size 
(92x68 mm) that was published in 1802 in Paris covered a diverse range of literary content — 
from religious books to the classics of world literature and fiction of the time. Thus, the small book 
format has been used for practical convenience. By the middle of the 19th century miniature 
books were produced typographically as a single engraving.

In 1869, a French origin photographer and lithographer G.N. Skamoni (1835-1907) invented 
the photomechanical method of text copying using the photozincography technique to publish 
47-line book An den Herren Imperator Alexander II (38x34 mm). The method spread rapidly. In the 
19th century, The Smallest English Dictionary in the World was photomechanically reproduced in 
Glasgow (1893, 27x19 mm) whose print was reduced to 1.5 points to be read with a magnifier. 
Daniel Sanders’ (1819-1897) dictionary Konversationslexikon in 25x31mm format consisted of 
175,000 words on 465 pages. The book placed in a metal case with magnifying glass attached to 
it is now available in many libraries.

Early 20th century record-holder in terms of circulation was The Lord’s Prayer published in 
several languages. In the 20th century, many publishers specialized in miniature book publishing. 
A wide variety of books were published — from dictionaries and children’s books to fiction and 
socio-political literature. Practical pocket-books such as calendars, dictionaries, religious texts 
were published. In the course of time, the little book gave a visual and aesthetic pleasure at the 
same time, so it became trendy to publish works of fiction in small formats. Series editions were 
characteristic. From 1900 to 1940, Leipzig publisher’s Verlag C. Bange series Kleine Bibliothek was 
popular in equal paperback editions (48 pages, 90x60 mm format) that consisted of popular 
essays about hundreds of historical and literary themes. In the Soviet Union, the socio-political 
literature, Marxism and Soviet classics, ideological essays writers, so those publications served as 
luxury editions of the literature emphasizing the pivotal role of literature in spreading of the ruling 
ideology. At the same time, the 20th century small-format editions became more democratic 

as their circulation amounted to tens of 
thousands of copies. Today the miniature 
book is not an exclusive thing.

One of today’s trends is that publishers 
compete for size reduction. Bilder ABC (2,5x3 
mm) published in Leipzig in 1971 for several 
years was the smallest book in the world. In 
1980, it was superseded by a history book 
for children Ari (1,4 mm in square format, 
20 pages) published as a 200 copy edition 
in Tokyo. In 1981, Toppan Printing Company 
publishers in Tokyo published The Lord’s 
Prayer in the same format.

The Most Significant Collections of 
Miniature Books of Latvian Libraries

In major Latvian scientific libraries, 
culturally and artistically important The Travel Library published in 1831.
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miniature books are included in the rare book collections, but they are not separately 
catalogued and studied. New miniature book editions are delivered to rarity units through a 
careful process of selection. Those are very small books that stand out among the rest with 
an extremely fine finish or shape features, published in small editions or appear as otherwise 
unique and interesting in their external form, or, less frequently, in content.

 The personnel of the Latvian Academic Library (LAL) mention The smallest English-French 
Dictionary as the oldest miniature edition published in the 60’s of the 19th century (about 
10x15 mm in format). In terms of external finish, one of the most spectacular miniature books 
is Alexander Pushkin’s Eugene Onegin edition, which is placed in brown leather box. Artistically 
valuable and interesting is a harmonica-style art reproduction album placed in a metal carry 
case containing also a magnifying glass. The traditions of the Latvian book history are reflected 
by three boxes containing Kr. Barons’ Latvian folk songs volumes, but luxury editions of Vladimir 
Lenin’s work in small format pays tribute to the founder of the Soviet state. There is no shortage 
of small-format practical literature, including a calendar. Overall, the LAL has singled out about 
30-40 miniature books of the total stock.

Latvian National Library (LNL) Rare Book and Manuscripts Section has 156 miniature books that 
are stored in a separate compartment. The pride of the collection includes the oldest samples of 
foreign books. The oldest edition is Polonia (Danzig, 1652). Two voluminous editions represent 
the Travel Library published in 1831 covering a total of 46 books. By the late 19th and early 20th 
century a number of popular and widespread publishing samples are dated: Dante’s Divine 
Comedy in elegant red leather cover, German classical literature and dictionaries including the 
well-known D. Sanders’ Konversationslexikon in metal box with a magnifier, calendars, etc.

Middle Eastern nation books are represented by an undated Hebrew Bible in exquisite 
workmanship, which is inserted in a golden box with a magnifier, and one of the smallest books 
in the collection — the Koran in Arabic (30x40 mm). The smallest book in the LNL possession is 
one of miniature book favorites among publishers — The Lord’s Prayer edition in seven languages   
(5x5mm). The book’s details are not listed, but it is believed to be published either in the late 19th 
or early 20th century.

Latvian German book history is represented by a well-known book publisher, collector, and 
miniature book lover G. Bergman’s works from the series Bilderkabinet (1786), as well as Rigaer 
Porte-Monnae-Kalender (1866). Small-format books in Latvian began to appear in the second 
half of the 19th century. The collection includes pocket prayer book by V.F. Heker (1774-1842) 
published in 1877, undated religious essay The Word from the Cross (either late 19th or early 20th 

Miniature dictionaries.

An example of Russian miniature book.

century), early 20th century’s Latvian Folk Song edition in three volumes. Miniature books of the 
Latvian Republic period are sparingly represented in the collection, mainly with artistically refined 
Zelta Ābele editions, of which, however, only a few fit the miniature books standard. Latvian 
exile books published during the transition camp time until 1950 have poor quality paper and 
thin covers. These include memory collections, poems, and Christmas books. It seems the exile 
Latvians produced the miniature books not for the fun of collecting but that they were interested 
in editions that required minimal investment. The newest edition is My Fundamental Rights in the 
European Union published in Brussels and introduce to the rights of the European Union citizen.

The Soviet miniature book publishing was very advanced and it actively published socio-
political literature, the classics of Marxism and Leninism, and the essays of Soviet functionaries 
and ideologues. The most luxurious dozen of copies of this literature in Russian is stored in the 
LNL rarity collection, including many from the series Миниатюpныe книги CССР ‘Miniature books 
of the USSR’ that were published mainly in the 50’s and the 60’s of the 20th century, reflecting the 
cultural traditions of the time — the 1957 calendar, Maxim Gorki Poetry (1957), collection Поэмы 
’Poems’ (1967) red faux leather purse.

Collection of Cēsis Central Library
Throughout CCL history, a small miniature book collection was accumulated, mostly from the 

Soviet-era that were collected in a centralized manner while stocking up Latvian and Russian 
literature including some gifts, in total about 90 titles2. The smallest collection items are published 
in Moscow in 1981 called Год олимпийский ‘80 ‘Olympic Year ‘80’ (56x45 mm, 510 pages) and 
Ордена и медали СССР ‘decorations and medals of the USSR’ (62x51 mm, 215 pages). The smallest 
Latvian edition in the collection is a bilingual edition of Michael Sholohov’s story Human Destiny 
(58x71 mm).

Konversationslexikon by D. Sanders (left) 
in metal casing with magnifying glass and 
pocket prayer book by V.F.Haker (right). 
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SPLENDID LJUBLJANA  
EXHIBITION CATALOGUE

In the last few years several large public exhibitions of miniature books have been 
held in several countries. Exhibitions occurred at Harvard University in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts; The Grolier Club in New York; Washington University’s Olin Library in St. 
Louis; Miniature Museum in Montelimar, France; The Printing Museum in Lyon, France, 
and the latest in Ljubljana, Slovenia, last year.

Slovenia is a country of two million inhabitants that grew from the Holy Roman 
Empire, followed by the Habsburg Monarchy, then Yugoslavia after World War II, and 
finally declared its sovereignty in 1991. Ljubljana is the capital.

Several of the past miniature book exhibitions were accompanied with elaborate 
catalogues or books.  “V majhnem plascu besed” which is Slovenian for “In a Small 
Coat of Words,” is the title of the latest exhibition and catalogue.  The catalogue, 
whose subtitle is “Miniature Books from Sumerian Clay Tablets to the Bible on a Chip,” 
is very handsome and colorful. It captures almost 1200 miniature books from Martin 
Znidersic’s collection that were on exhibit at the City Museum of Ljubljana from 
October to December, 2010.

The catalogue is profusely illustrated with books from 55 countries. There are 1189 
text entries and photographs identifying each miniature, pictured in color at half scale 
size. In addition, essays about Martin, the exhibition, the history of miniature books, 
even photographs of Martin with Louis Bondy in London, plus a bibliography, make 
this catalogue an important reference source.

Anyone interested in obtaining a copy will need to write to Martin directly:  
Dr. Martin Znidersic, Celovska 163, Ljubljana, SI-1000, SLOVENIA. His email address 

is martin.znidersic@guest.arnes.si. The price is 13 Euros (about $19) plus postage 
and handling.

On June 6, 2008, all miniature book collectors of Cēsis were invited to a meeting at the town 
library as well as other interested parties in order to view the small library collection, learn about 
the newest and rarest editions, celebrate the 25th anniversary of Cēsis miniature book section. 
Cēsis Book Friend Society miniature books collectors section was established in the March of 1982. 
Society had 8 active miniature book collectors, including Velta Riekstiņa, the shop assistant of the 
only bookstore in town, who conscientiously tried to divide the books that were received in the 
store. Cēsis book lovers having reached their retirement age lack the means to replenish stocks, 
many have lost interest in collecting and are willing to part from their collections, or transfer 
them to the public. Therefore, after the CCL miniature book exhibition, many people offered their 
miniature books. The number of the library collection grew rapidly, reaching 514 units in the fall.

On October 21, 2008, CCL was the opening of the miniature book collection, which opened the 
90th anniversary celebration series of events that the library will celebrate in the October of 2009. 
The event contributed to the new book donations. Miniature book compiler Gunta Romanovska 
evaluates each proposal and many are refused because of overlapping editions that the library 
can not afford to stock.

Currently CCL miniature book collection contains more than 500 books, which do not exceed 
100 mm. The most valuable part of the collection represents limited editions in Latvian from 
the 40’s of the previous century published in exile. The oldest item of the collection is Giovanni 
Bokacco’s Decameron that was published in 1861 in Florence. The smallest book is already 
mentioned My Fundamental Rights in the European Union.

The Cēsis collection provides a complete overview of the Soviet Latvian range of miniature 
editions. This group of books and the rich Latvian exile editions is characterized by G. Romanovska: 
“Latvian miniature editions are publishedin Latvian and Russian. Some books are time connected, 
for example, Karl Marx, Lenin and other works with similar content. There are also beautifully 
printed editions. For example, Pašāžas ‘Passages’ by Kurt Fridrihsons and Imants Ziedonis, where 
the artist marker drawing technique is complemented by poet’s text, The Book of Job from Ernst 
Glück’s translation of the Bible (1689), Fifty-fifty by Valdis Artavs, Encyclopedia Riga etc.  There are 
beautiful editions of Alexander Blok, Alexander Pushkin, and Ivan Turgenev. The smallest book is 
Dievs, tava zeme deg ‘God, your land is burning’ by Andrejs Eglītis (94x58 mm) that was published 
in 2000 copies by F. Vancēvičs in 1948 in Munich. One can only wonder how these editions that 
originated in such difficult circumstances and made in small editions, have survived and have 
come to our library. Paper has become very brittle after 60 years and every careless touch can 
damage the books.”

Every organization becomes more interesting for their own people and travelers with 
something unique, something different. CCL with its miniature book collection creation departed 
from the mainstream public library work, enriching Cēsis and all the country’s cultural traditions. 
(Photos by Lilija Limane, Natalija Krama and Gunta Romanovska).

(Endnotes)
1  Hempel, Siegfried, Walter, Erhard. Bibliographie der Miniaturbücher. Leipzig, 2002; 

Müller, Heinz. Liliput-Bibliothek, Liliput-Klassiker. Stuttgart, 1996; Müller, Heinz. Miniaturbücher 
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Stuttgart, 1994; Reinhold, Janus. Miniaturbücher : eine 
Miniaturgeschichte ihrer Kultur.

2  Romanovska, Gunta. Miniatūrizdevumi Cēsīs. Druva, Nr.76, 2007, 6.lpp. Internet: www.
edruva.lv; www. biblioteka.lv.
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BRIEF NOTES
New Members: 

Adenike Adebiyi
9718 Bark Ridge Lane
Houston TX  77095
713 452-9729 (h)
gnottielf@gmail.com
www.gnottielf.com

Adrienne Allen
72 Judd Street
Oatley NSW  2223
AUSTRALIA
61 0295802978 (h)
agallen@unwired.com.au

Joan Ardisson
20 Woodland Avenue
Greensburg PA  15601
724 238-7178 (h)
412 310-0181 (cell)
412 263-1861 (o)
Jardisson@post-gazette.com

Laurie Corral
428 1/2 Haywood Road
Asheville NC 28806
828 285-8817 (h)
828 255-8444 (o & f)
828 291-6541 (cell)
laurie@ashevilleBookWorks.com
www.ashevilleBookWorks.com
Asheville BookWorks

Erin Davis
Washington University Libraries
Campus Box 1061
One Brookings Drive
St Louis MO  63130-4899
314 367-6812 (h)
314 935-5583 (o)
314 223-0530 (cell)
erinkdavis@sbcglobal.net

Mike & Chris Gibbs
Half  Mile House, Killinagher
Ballyhaunis, County Mayo
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
0949640744 (h & o)
griffenmill@eircom.net
www.griffenmillhandmadepaper.

com
Griffen Mill

Judith Golden
3017 San Patricia Place NW
Albuquerque NM  87107-2932
505 344-4329 
judithgolden@earthlink.net
www.judithgolden.com

Karl Grummich
CincyBindery
2838 Spring Grove Avenue
Cincinnati OH  45225
513 542-3777 (o)
513 448-5846 (cell)
513 542-9777 (f)
karl@cincybindery.com
www.cincybindery.com

Carole Radcliffe
2761 McAllister Street
Riverside CA  92503
951 688-8241 (h)
carolerad@sbcglobal.net

Joao Filipe Lizardo Rodrigues
Avenida Óscar Monteiro Torres 

nº40, 4º esquerdo
Lisboa, Lisboa  1000-219
PORTUGAL
(00351) 962424598 (cell)
joaolizardo@gmail.com
www.livrosminiatura.com/

Dennis Ruud
4512 31st Avenue South
Minneapolis MN  55406
612 729-7165 (h & o)
denny@dennisruud.com
www.dennisruud.com

Mari Vehkaluoto
Urheilukatu 18A14
00250 Helsinki
FINLAND 
040-5188521 (cell)
mari.vehkaluoto@gmail.com

Claudia Wegmann
Julkulanniementie 2E12
Kuopio  70260
FINLAND
+358-40-5307931 (cell)
+358-400-152561 (o)
claudiaw@dnainternet.net
www.clabbok.com
Kirjansitomo Clabbok

Address 
Changeabouts:

Kim & Rosie Batcheller
3550 SW Bond Ave #3005
Portland OR  97239
503 688-6889 (h)

Stephen & Patricia Pistner
184 Tupelo Road
Naples FL 34108

Jeanne Skinner
c/o Rick Skinner
12121 NW 148th Place
Alachua FL  32615-4953
386 462-7119 (h)
delanoir2@gmail.com

Email Changeabouts:

Carol Erickson
caroleliz@q.com

Curtis Pickering
curtis@vprcreativegroup.com

Telephone 
Changeabouts:

Polly Eaton
508 944-5801 (cell)

Nancy A. Kiraly
520 444-8908 (cell)

Barbara E. Kretzmann
607 339-6746 (cell)

Jennifer Larson
330 296-6922  (h)

NOVEMBER 2011 CHANGEABOUTS

OF NOTE:      
 and extremely important:    

 Karen Nyman would like to remind you to pay your dues for 2012 if you haven’t done so 
already.  Deadline is December 31.  She can email you a  renewal form if contacted at karennyman2@
cox.net, or call 619-226-4441.   Renewal fees are the same as last year and are listed on the form.  
Member- ship is continuing to grow - 45 new members so far in 2011!

Arno Geschwendtner found a fantastic site that is literally a 24 video course  on antique books from 
Phil Pirages, an ABAA bookseller.  Be prepared to  settle in before your computer: the introduction 
alone is over 30 minutes  long.    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_yGcHskk7U&feature=related

Randy Asplund received the Kerrytown Bookfest Artist Award this year.  If  you attended the Ann 
Arbor Conclave you will remember Randy for the wonderful talk on methods of making medieval 
books from grinding your own  paints to, now, a workshop on making parchment.  You can check 
Randy’s  activities on his Facebook page at  https://www.facebook.com/pages/Randy- Asplund-
Artist/97329371592?sk=wall  

On Sept. 18 Donna and Peter Thomas gave a presentation on their walk in  John Muir’s footsteps at 
the Oakland Museum in connection with the Muir exhibit there.  They also gave a ukelele concert and 
then taught beginning  ukulele lessons as part of the Seed Circus event at the Museum.  Donna and 
Peter were also involved in the Book Arts Jam at Foothill College in Los Altos Hills, CA.  

If you know you will be doing something that you would like publicized send me an email 
(joboring@gmail.com) well before the date.  This is difficult in many  cases because sometimes we 
need need at least a 5 month lead, but if you do know that far ahead we can list you so that other 
members in the  vicinity can have a chance to drop in. 

From Neale Albert:  A miniature book, with this description: “consists of  original sumi-e paintings 
done by the Japanese painter Hokan Yabuki, autobiographies of each member of the Association of 
ukiyo-e painters and the  stories created by them. This was a fictional society. All of the seals were  
created by the Chinese sealman Koho. The seal impressions signify the birth  names and artist names 
of each member of the association. The idea of the  miniature book was suggested by Yabuki and 
appeared in September 2010  when Koho printed it by woodblock. The book is in a matchbox which 
dates  to the early Showa period. The leather bound book is made of paper dyed  with persimmon 
tannin.  Does anyone know about this book or have any other information about it ?”

The Monumental Ideas in Miniature Books exhibit has put up a nice web- site with photos of all 
their books at  www.flickr.com/photos/mimborg Their catalog is also now available, but beware when 
you look up their  websites; you have to enter their full name for search and the older websites 
frequently have malware warnings attached.      

Catalogues received:

Miniature Book Catalog 34,
November 1, 2011.
Karen Nyman
San Diego(Online)

Miniature Books, 
Catalogue 57, June 2011.
Tracy Bradbury, Brooklyn,
New York

 
                                                                                                    

Catalogue 137, A Selection of 
Illustrated Books.
Fall, 2011.  
Bromer Booksellers, Boston
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Issued in March, July, November. Items for
publication, including advertising material 
should be sent to the Editor. Publication 
deadlines are: February 1, June 1, October 1. 
Payment for advertising should be made to 
Miniature Book Society Inc. and sent to the
Treasurer.

The Miniature Book Society is an international 
nonprofit organization founded in 1983 
and chartered by the state of Ohio, USA. Its 
purposes are to sustain interest in all aspects 
of miniature books;to provide a forum for the 
exchange of ideas; to serve as a clearinghouse 
for information about miniature books.

Website: www.mbs.org
Toll-free phone (USA & Canada):
1-877-MBS-1983

Board of Governors for 2009-2011
President: Mark Palkovic
Vice-President: Stephen Byrne
Secretary: Edward Hoyenski
Treasurer: Karen Nyman
Past President: Julian Edison

Members at-large:
Christina Amato
Kathy King
Joan Knoertzer
Karen E. Roehr

Membership in the Society is open to all 
interested individuals, organizations and 
institutions Membership dues in United States 
dollars: $40.00 individual/couple for USA 
members, $45.00 individual/couple for
Canadian members; $55.00 individual/
couple outside North America. Corporate 
membership: $50.00 (USA), $55.00 (Canada), 
$65.00 (outside North America.

Advertising Rates
Full Page 4.5 x 7.5" $100.00
Half Page 4.5 x 3.75" $50.00
Quarter Page 2.25 x 3.75" $30.00

Send ads to:
Joan Boring

3204 Wildwood Rd.
Middletown, OH 45042

 joboring@gmail.com

Mail payments for ads (in $ US dollars)  
(paypal address minibook@cox.net) to:

Karen Nyman
702 Rosecrans Street

San Diego, CA 92106-3013 

Membership inquiries and dues payments:
Karen Nyman, Treasurer
702 Rosecrans Street
San Diego, CA 92106-3013
619-226-4441 (h)
619-225-8585 (o)
619-226-4441 (f )
karennyman@cox.net
Mail payments for ads (in $ US dollars)  
(paypal address
minibook@cox.net )

Newsletter Editor:
Joan Boring
3204 Wildwood Road
Middletown, OH 45042
(513) 594-7395
 joboring@gmail.com

Miniature Book News Editor
Julian Edison
8 St. Andrews Drive
St. Louis MO 63124
(314) 567-3533
jiestl@mac.com

Manuscripts, letters and news items are 
welcomed and are subject to editing due 
to space and style limitations. Preferably 
submissions should be made electronically, by
e-mail or disk. Attachments on Microsoft Word 
would be preferred. Articles in the Newsletter 
do not necessarily express the views of the 
Board or of the Editor.

Deadline for the next issue: February 1, 2012

Printed by Alliance Printing & Mailing Services
Middletown, OH

Miniature Book Society Newsletter
A publication of the Miniature Book Society Inc. Number 87
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Murasaki Shikibu et le Dit du Gengi by 
Kimihito and Catherine Okuyama.

THE 

MICROBIBLIOPHILE©

A Bimonthly Journal About Miniature Books and 

the Book Arts, since 1977

   The Microbibliophile  

P. O. Box 5453 

North Branch, NJ 08876 

U.S.A.

Subscription Information, Email: 

editor@microbibliophile77.com (PayPal available)

Season’s Greetings and a Happy New 

Year to All

Miniature Books and More 
Due to financial hardship, coupled with living 

in a fire zone, I am, sadly, forced to sell several 
collections, with 5100 Miniature Books, being 
my most prized possessions. There will also be 
photos of sale items for framed, signed & num-
bered CHARLES BRAGG etchings & lithographs, 
and Antique (mostly) AMERICAN BEARS from 
1905-1960. A few dozen “foreigners”, such as 
Steiff, Merrythought, Schuco, will also be listed. 
For those of you who are MBS members, please 
EMAIL to the listing in the directory. All others, 
please utilize email link:

 info@myminiaturebooksforsale.com 
or books@myminiaturebooksforsale.com 

An EXCEL file of my inventory  
will be emailed to you. 

Eileen Cummings  
I reserve the right to not sell some books. I have an up-

dated Excel list that is effective Dec. 2010. Only this list 
with prices will be honored. To request list or correspond,  
PLEASE indicate “miniature books” on subject line.  

Column (A) has the inventory numbers. 
Please use those, along with title (C),  

& price (R), to order. 
Personal checks accepted from  

MBS members. Paypal is accepted  
(with 2.9 % + 30 cents to cover fees).

Distinguished Book Award Winners

The Premature Burial by 
Jan and Jarmila Sobota  

ABC New Zealand Style 
by Joy and John Tonkin 


